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1. Introduction
This paper gives the details promised in [8] and [9]. Novikov classified
smooth structures modulo one point of the manifolds which are tangentially
homotopy equivalent to a product SpxS9 of spheres (see [16]). As is shown
in §2, every smooth structure on Sp X S9 has a stably trivial tangent bundle.
Therefore, applying the theorem of Novikov, we can classify smooth structures
on Sp X S9 modulo one point. On the other hand, the author determined in his
paper [8] the inertia group /(Sp X Sg) of SpxS9. In the present paper, we
shall give the complete classification theorem of smooth structures on Sp x Sg
for p+q^(> and q^p^ 1, by combining above results. Quite a similar argument
proves the classification theorem of smooth structures on a sphere bundle over
sphere with a cross section. In §6 we shall show some examples and in §8 we shall
answer the problem of I. James on //-spaces (see [12]).
The main results of this paper will be Theorem 5.2 in §5, Theorem 7.1 in
§7 and Theorem 8.1 in §8.
2. Definitions, notations and a preliminary lemma
All manifolds, with or without boundary, will be oriented and smooth (or
PL;) in the differentiable case they may have corners, which we shall deal with
by ignoring them. For oriented and smooth manifolds M1 and M2, M1=M2 will
mean Ml is diffeomorphic to M2 by an orientation preserving diffeomorphism.
We shall use the notations and terminologies of [8] and in §4 we shall use the
notations of Novikov [16].
Denote by <S(M) the set of smooth structures on M modulo orientation
preserving diffeomorphisms.
Define a subset <S0(SpxS9) of <S(Spx Sg) as follows. A smooth structure
(SpxS*)
Λ
 represents an element of SQ(Sp X S«) if and only if (SpxS*)a is
diffeomorphic to SPX§9 for some homotopy sphere
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For Ma,, M
β
ecS(M), define M
Λ
^M
β
 if and only if there exists an orient-
ation preserving diffeomorphism / : M
Λ
-^M
β
 modulo one point. Denote by
S'(M) the quotient set £(M)/~ of <S(M).
For a,β<^θg, define a~β if and only if a=β or a= — β. Denote by
θf/~ the quotient set of θ^ .
For α, β^Θq and for a fixed integer ^> Ξ>2, define a^β if and only if a—β
or α+yβ embeds in the (^+/)+l)-dimensional euclidean space Rg+p+ί with a
trivial normal bundle. Denote by θ?/^ the quotient set of θ^.
Define a subgroup G'(q) of G(q)=πq+N(SN) (TV: large) as follows. A map
/ : S9+N-*SN represents an element of G'(q) if and only if / represents the
Pontrjagin-Thom map of some framed imbedding SqxDN dSQ+N.(A.s is well
known, G'(q)=G(q) if q is of the form 2k+l or 4k and G(q)IG'(q) is 0 or Z2 if
# is of the form 4&+2.)
Denote by [TV] the homology class represented by an oriented manifold TV.
Denote by C(M) the concordance classes of smoothing a PL-manifold M.
In the following we shall use the same symbol for an element of a quotient
group (or a quotient set) as its representative.
Let a smooth structure M
Λ
 on SpχSq be given i.e., assume that there
is given a piecewise differentiable homeomorphism
f:S*xS* - >M
Λ
.
Let tf0 (resp. y0) denote a point of Sp (resp. Sg). Let RξQ (resp. Rgy^) denote
a small open neighbourhood of x0 (resp, v0) in 5^ (resp. S") which is
PL-homeomorphic to the euclidean space Rp (resp. Rg). Since /(/?S0 X *S^)
((resp. /(S^ X ΛJ0)) is an open submanifold in MΛ , f(R%0 X S9) (resp.
has an induced smooth structure
By making use of the Cairns and Hirsch's smoothing theorem [4] and [6],
there exists a homotopy sphere Sg (resp. Sp) such that {/ί/?50X ^ )}Λ (resp.
{/(S^ XΛJ0)}J is diffeomorphic to
^XS^ (resp. SpxRg).
Let rfi (resp. ί/2) be this diffeomorphism. Let xί (resp. j2) denote the origin of
Rp (resp. Λg). Then
<f f 'fa X ^ ) (resp. rfί X
obviously represents a generator [x0x Sg] (resp. [S^Xjo]) of
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HAS* X S<) ^  Hq(MΛ) (resp. Hp(S* X Sq) ^ Hp(MΛ)) .
We may assume that d~[1(x1χSq) and d2~\SpXy1) intersect transversally at one
point. It follows that there exists a smooth imbedding
>M
Λ
-lntDp+q
inducing isomorphisms of homology groups
I
Λ
—IntDp+9)
where \^ denotes a generalized plumbing of two manifolds obtained as
follows. When we regard SpX Dq as Dp+χDq (_)Dp_xDq and Dpx Sq as DpX Dq+
r
ι
\JDpxDq_y
denotes the oriented differentia ble( />+<?) -manifold formed from the disjoint
sum Sp X Dq[lDpX §q by identifying Dp_ X Dq with Dp X D*. in such a way that
Dt=Dp and D*=D9+ . If q^p^2, clearly we have
π,(M
Λ
-lnMDp+q) ^ {1}
and we can deduce that
π
ί
(M
Λ
-lntDp+q-lnt(SpxDq^DpχSq)} ^ {1}
by the Van Kampen's theorem. Hence g(SpxDq^DpχSq) is a deformation
retract of M
Λ
— Int Dp+q. It follows from the Smale's A-cobordism theorem
that SpχDq^DpxSq is diffeomorphic to M
Λ
-Int Dp+q for p+q^6, q^p^2.
Applying the similar argument as above, we can show that Sp X Dq^Dp X Sq is
diffeomorphic to SPX Sq— Int Dp+q. Thus M
Λ
 is diffeomorphic to SpxSq
ΦSp}'q for some homotopy sphere Sp+q for p+q:>6, q^p^29 here # denotes
the connected sum operation. If p-\-q^6, q^p^2, Sp embeds in the (p+q)-
dimensional euclidean space Rp+q with a trivial normal bundle, therefore Sp X Dq
is diffeomorphic to SpxDq (see for example Hsiang, Levine and Szczarba [7]).
In case p= 1 and #^5. The similar argument proves that S1 X Dq^Dl X S
embeds in M
Λ
— lntDl+q inducing isomorphisms
q
Sq) ^ H*(M
Λ
-Int Dl+q)
of homology groups for some homotopy sphere Sq^θg. Therefore
Λ
- Int Dl+q- Int (S1 x Dq^Dl x Sq), d(Sl X Dq^Dl x Sq)}
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is trivial by the excision isomorphism theorem.
Using the Poincare duality theorem, we have that
Int(SlxD*3,DLxSg), 8(Λf
β
-Int D1+g)} ^ {0} .
Since the pseudo PL-isotopy group π0(PL S9'1) of Sg~1 is trivial, Slχ
DlχSg is PL homeomorphic to the standard plumbing S1xDg^DxSg. It
follows that
is PL-homeomorphic to Sg. Obviously we have
Sg)} ^ {1}
and the natural inclusion induces the isomorphism
π1(S1χDg^D1χSg) ^ π^Ma-IntD) .
It follows from the Van kampen's theorem that
π1(M<A-lntDl+g-lnt(S1xDg^D1χSg)} s* {1} .
Hence S'xD^&xS" is diffeomorphic to M^-Int Dl+q by the Smale's h-
cobordism theorem and M
Λ
 is difFeomorphic to S1 X SqφS1+g for some homotopy
spheres Sg(Ξθq and S1+g^θq+ί.
Combining these results, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. If p-\-q^6 and q^p^l, every smooth structure M
Λ
 on
SpxSg is diffeomorphic to SPX SgφSp+gfor some homotopy spheres Sg and Sp+g.
As a corollary we have
Corollary 2.2. If p+q^β and q^>p^>l, every smooth structure M
Λ
 on
Sp X Sg has a stably trivial tangent bundle.
3. The inertia group of SpxSg for q^p
The inertia group I(SP X Sg) is essential for classifying smooth structures
on SpxSg. The following lemma is proved in Theorem C of Kawakubo [8].
Lemma 3.1. Let Kl : τrp(SO)xθq-^θp+g denote the pairing defined by
Milnor-Munkres-Novikov. Then it holds that
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4. Diffeomorphism modulo a point
Lemma 4.1. // SpxSl is diffeomorphic to Spχ§l modulo a point, then
SpxSl is actually diffeomorphic to SpxS9,for p+q^5 and q^
Proof. When q<^p-\-3, every SpxS9 is diffeomorphic to the product
SpxS9 of the natural spheres Sp, S9 (see Hsiang, Levine and Szczarba [7]).
Therefore we may assume q>p+3. If SpxS9l is diffeomorphic to S
p
xS%
modulo a point, then there exists a homotopy sphere Sp+9 such that SpxS9ή£
Sp+q is diffeomorphic to Sp X Sf . Let
f:SpxS9lφSp+9
be the diffeomorphism, and let
/' :SpχS91-lΏtD
p+9
 - >SpxS92~lntD
p+9
be the restriction of/. Let X be the manifold obtained by attaching two mani-
folds W,=DP+1 X SI and W2=D
P+1
 X Sζ by the diffeomorphism
/' : 9^-Int Dp+9 - > dW2-lnt D
p+9
 .
Obviously the boundary dX is diffeomorphic to the homotopy sphere Sp+q.
Define a diffeomorphism r, (resp. r2) of Dp+λxQD\ (resp. Dp+1χdD%) by
writing
(resp. rz(x, y) = (x, r'2(y))} .
Here r{ (resp. r'2) represents the element of τr0(Diff S9~1)=Γg corresponding to
SI (resp. S2)^θq by the natural isomorphism Γg^θq due to Smale. Then it
is clear that the manifold W1=D
P+1
 x Sf (resp. W2=Dp+l x S92) can be written as
W, = Dp+1 x Dl U Z>*+1 X flf
r
ι
(resp. W2 = Dp+l χD92\J Dp+1 x Dl) .
Let y1 (resp. y2) denote a point of SI (resp. Sf). According to Haefliger [5] and
the covering isotopy theorem, we can assume that /'(#, y1)=(χί y2) for all
x^Sp. Hence there exists a natural imbedding
g:Dp+1 >Dp+lχSl,
defined by g(x)=(x, y2). Clearly Dp+l xy, U g(D*+1) (=DP+1 xy, U Z)^+1 Xy2) is
the natural sphere. Denote by B^ the normal disk bundle of Dp+1χyl\J
g(Dp+1)=Dp+lxyιUDp+lχy2 in X. Let AeΞτr,(SO,) be the characteristic map
of the bundle B
λ
. Regarding B1 as
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Dp+1χD%\jDp+lχD{,
h
we have the following manifod
y = Dp+l x DS U Dp+l x D\ U Z^+1 X DI
h r
χ
which is imbedded in Jf. Since F is none other than
B&DP+1 X SI ,
9 y is diffeomorphic to K^h, Si) (see Kawakubo [8].). We shall show that
y is diffeomorphic to X. We may assume that Y is contained in Int X.
It is obvious that the imbedding / : Y-+X induces isomorphisms of homology
groups
and that
π,(X) ^ π^Ύ) ^ π,(QΎ) ^ {1} .
(Whenp= 1 and <?^5, this follows from the Van-Kampen's theorem.) According
to the Van Kampen's theorem, we shall have
π^X-lnt Y) ^  {1} .
It follows from the theorem of J.H.C. Whitehead [19] that y is a deformation
retract of X. Now applying the Smale's A-cobordism theorem, we see that
X is diffeomorphic to Y] hence
Sp+* = QX=dY= K,(h, §1} .
Since K^π^SOq), Sf) is exactly the inertia group I(SpxSl) (see Lemma
3.1), Sp+q belongs to the inertia group I(SpxS%). It follows that
which completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. The set S0(SP X Sg) is in one-to-one correspondence with
the set S'(SpxSg) by the composition
S0(SP x Sq) - > S(SP x S*) -  > S\SP x S*)
of two natural maps for p-{-q^>6 and p^ q^l.
Proof. Since every element of S'(SpχSg) is represented by SpxSg for
some homotopy sphere Sq (see Lemma 2.1.), the composition is surjective. If
two elements Sp X §1 and Sp X Sξ go into the same element of S'(SP X Sg) by the
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composition, i.e.,
for some homotopy sphere Sp+gy then S
p
xSg is actually diffeomorphic to
SpxSz by Lemma 4.1. This shows that the composition is injective. The
following proposition is a geometric interpretation of the set S0(SpxSg) (i.e.,
of the set <S'(SpxS*)).
Proposition 4.3. The setS0(SpxSg) (or S'(SpxSg)) is in one-to-one
correspondence with the quotient set θf/« by
SpxSg - >{Sg}
for p+q^6 and q^>p^2.
The proof will be based on the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for Sp X Sg and Sp X Sg
to be diffeomorphic is that Sg embeds in Rp+9+1 with a trivial normal bundle for
and
Lemma 4.5. Either Spx(SglφSg2) or Spx(SglΦ(-Sί)} is diffeomorphic
to SpxSg if and only if SpxS\ is diffeomorphic to SpχS% for p+q^6 and
First, assuming these two lemmas, we prove Proposition 4.3. Define a map
7:θ, - *
by
Obviously the map / is surjective. It follows from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5
that / induces a map
such that the following diagram commutes :
where j denotes the natural projection. The fact that /' is injective follows also
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from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. Hence, assuming two lemmas, we obtain
Proposition 4.3.
Next, we shall prove these lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Since it is easy to prove this Lemma, it is left to the
reader.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Suppose that SPX (*SίΦ(— Sf)) is diffeomorphic to
SpxSq, i.e., there exists a diίϊeomorphism
- >SpxS*.
Let R : SpxS9-+SpχS9 be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
inducing isomorphisms of homology groups
R*:H*(SpxS9) -— -> H*(SpχS9)
with
and
R*[x0xS9] = -[xί
(Obviously there always exists such a diffeomorphism.) Making use of this
diffeomorphism R (if necessary), we can assume that
According to Haefliger [5] and the covering isotopy theorem, we can assume that
f(χxy<>) = -KXjo for all x<=Sp .
When we write Spx(S9lφ(-S92)) as
SpχD9 U SpxD'q
r
ι-
r2
where rf, : Sg"l-^S9'1 represents 5?(/=l, 2) (for the definition of rf by r( see
page 169) and SpxSq as
SpxDg(jSpχD'q ,
id
we may assume that
f(SpxDq} = SpxDg
and that g=f \ Sp X Dq is a bundle map by the uniqueness of tubular neigh-
bourhoods. Using this bundle map g, we have a diffeomorphism
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S = g-1\Jg-1:S*xDt\jS*xD - > SpxD9ΌSpxD9 .
id H
Making use of this diffeomorphism S (if necessary), we can assume that
Therefore we can define a diffeomorphism
(S* X S«-SPX Int D") \jSpxD"
r2
by
f S*x(Sl#(-§ϊ))-S*xInt D" =f\S*x(§l#(-S$)-SpxlτA D"
and
f\SpxD* = id.
Clearly
(S* X ($1 # ( - Si )) - S* X Int D ) USpχD«
T2
is diffeomorphic to Sp X *S? and
(S* xS«-Spx Int Z>*) U Sp x D9
Γ2
is diffeomorphic to *S^x5f, i.e.,/' gives a diffeomorphism of SpxSl onto
SPXS% .Suppose that S^X (SfφiSf) is diffeomorphic to SpxS«. The similar
argument proves that SpxS% is diffeomorphic to 5/'x( — Sf). Since there
always exist orientation reversing diffeomorphisms
gl:Sί - >S<Ϊ
and
gt:-Si - >Si,
there exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
Sξ) - >SpxS?2
defined by g=glχg2. Hence S
PX§1 is diffeomorphic to SpxS$.
Conversely suppose that a diffeomorphism
f:SpxS<l
be given. If f*[SpXy0] = [Spxyo]y then the similar argument as above shows
that we can assume
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f(χxy0) = xxyΌ for all
Moreover we can assume that
and that
when we regard SPX§1 as (DpχDq \jD'pχDg] (jSpχD'g and SPX§1 as
(DpχDq(jDfpχD9)]jSpxDrg. Therefore we can define a diffeomorphism
f':(SpxSl-Spx!ιϊtD ) U SpxD* - >(SpxSl-SpχIntD9) U SpxDq
-
r
ι /C- rι)
by
and
/'I
Clearly
(S* X 5!- Sp X Int D ) USpxD*
~
r
ι
is diίfeomorphic to SpxS«. Since f\DpxDq=ίd, x0χD9 U #0χD"V~ r i 7
(Λ?O e Int Dp) is imbedded in
(SpxSί-SpxlntDβ) U
with a trivial normal bundle, i.e., £fφ(— S$) embeds in SpxSg with a trivial
normal bundle. Hence *SfΦ( — Sξ) embeds in R^+9+l with a trivial normal
bundle. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that SPX (*5?Φ(— *Sf)) is diίfeomorphic to
If there exists a diίfeomorphism / : SpxSq1-*S
p
xSg> such that
then replacing 51 by — *Sf , we have an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
f:SpxSl
such that
The similar argument proves that /S/>χ(*§fφ5I) is diffeomorphic to SpxSg.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4,5 and consequently finishes the proof of
Proposition 4.3,
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The following lemma is a revised form of the classification theorem of
Novikov [16] and is useful to compute the set S'(SpxSQ) (for examples Pro-
position 6.2 and Proposition 6.4).
Lemma 4.6. Sf (SpxSg), hence S0(SpxSg)y is in one-to-one correspond-
ence with G'(q)l~ for p-\-q^6 and q^p^2 where ~ is the restriction to G'(q) of
the Novikov' s relation.
Proof. In the following we shall use the notations of Novikov [16].
Since TN(SP X Sq] ^  SN+p+eί VSN+gV SN+P V SN ,
and the set A (SpxS9) consists of all possible elements of the form lN+p+g-\-a
where \N+p+q<=Z, a^G(p)+G(q)JΓG(p+q). Novikov has proved the
following :
Lemma 4.7. (Lemma 9.1 of [16])
B(MΐφSM) = B(Mΐ)+κ*B(§") where ** : G(n) -> πN+n(TN(Mn)) .
Lemma 4.8. (Lemma 11.4 of [16]) For each homotopy sphere
the set
B(SpxS9)c:A(SpxS<J)
contains all elements of the form
lN+p+g+B(S«)+G(p) [mod G(p+q)} ,
where to the element l^+^+^+O corresponds the manifold
Mp+g = SpxSg ,
and the set B(Sq) represents a coset mod Im J in the group G(q).
Lemma 4.9. (Theorem 11.5 of [16]) 1) If q^2 mod 4, then each element
of the set A(SpxSq] mod G(p+q) belongs to one of the sets B(SpxS'ί), Sg
and there exists the following embedding
mod G(p+q) .
For any pair Sf^Θp, 5*eΘβ there exists a smooth sphere S\ eθβ such that
B(SpxS«) = £(5^ x 5?) mod G(p+q) .
2) If a manifold Mf" is such that
modG(p+q)
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for Sp^θp, S^eΘtf, then the manifold M{+Q is not combinator tally equivalent
to the manifold Mp+9=SpxS«. 3) // B(M{+«)=B(M$+*) mod G(p+q), then
the manifolds Mζ+g and Mp2+q are diffeomorphίc modulo a point.
Let A ' denote a subset of A consisting of those elements which have the form
IN+P+I+V where lN+p+g^Z and a^G(p)+G'(q)+G(p+q). Then it follows
from these lemmas that every SpxS*#Sp+9 has a representative in A' and
that every element of A' mod G(p)+G(p+q) (i.e., every element of lN+p+9
+ G'(q)) corresponds to some smooth structure SpxS9 modulo a point.
Therefore we have a well-defined surjective map
k : S'(SP x S<) - > G'(q)l~ .
If two elements SPX§1 and SpxS% go into the same element, then they are
diffeomorphic modulo a point by 3) of Lemma 4.9, i.e., k is injective. Thus
S'(SpxS«), (hence S0(SpxS*)) is in one-to-one correspondence with G'(?)/~
where ~is the restriction to G'(q) of the Novikov's relation. This makes the
proof of Lemma 4.6. complete.
Proposition 4.10. The set <S0(SlxSg) (hence S'(SlxSg)) is in one-to-one
correspondence with the set θgl~ by
SlxS* - >S" for q^S.
Proof. Let g : S1xSl^Slx§2 be an orientation preserving diίfeomor-
phism. Since h induces isomorphisms of homology groups, g^S^Xy^ is equal
to either [S1 Xy2] or — [Sl Xy2] where yl (resp. y2) denotes a point of *Sf (resp. A§f).
Firstly, suppose that
It is obvious that R1 X Si (resp. Rl X S$) is the universal covering space of
S1X§1 (resp. SlxS2). Since g is a diffeomorphism, the induced covering
space g\(R1χSξ) is also the universal covering space of S1xSl. It follows
from the uniqueness of the universal covering space that there exists a dif-
feomorphism
g:Rlχ§l >R1XS2
such that the following diagram commutes:
pi *^ cίq ° pi K , oίήr
/v A O i > I\* A O2
Λ
.S1 x SI
g
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where p1 (resp. p2) denotes the projection of the covering space. Let
be the diffeomorphism defined by
&.('. y) =
where g
φ
 (resp. gψ) denotes the projection of g to the left hand (resp. to the right
hand). Since SI is compact, there exists a large integer N such that
{o}xSί = 0.
We may assume that
Denote by W the manifold bounded by {0}xSg and Jw({0}Xι§ί). It is
easily seen that there exists a deformation retract of R1 X Sf to W, hence the
natural inclusion i : W-+R1 X Sf induces a homotopy equivalence. Obviously
{0}χ5f - >R1xS% gives a homotopy equivalence and the natural inclusion
+R1xS2 gives a homotopy equivalence. Combining these, we see
that the inclusion
{0}χ5? -A» W
(resp. {0}xS| - > W}
gives a homotopy equivalence, i.e., the triple
(W,
 gfr({0}xS$, {0}xS!)
is an A-cobordism. Making use of the Smale's A-cobordism theorem, we have
an orientation preserving diffeomrphism h :Sί->*Sf.
Secondly, suppose that
Then the similar argument proves that there exists an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism h : £f->_5f . Thus a map G of S0(Slx S<) to θff/~ is well-
defined. Obviously G is surjective. Suppose that two smooth structures
S'xSf and S'xSf go into the same element by G. If Sί=Sf , then we have
clearly a diffeomorphism / : S1 x Sf^S1 x Sf . If Sf — — 5f by the diffeomor-
phism A 2 : *SJ->— (S|, then we have an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
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where h
λ
 denotes an orientation reversing diffeomorphism of S1 (clearly there
exists such a diffeomorphism). Hence, in any case, we have an orientation
preserving diffeomorphism
f-.S^Sl - >S1xSg2.
This shows that G is injective and completes the proof of Proposition 4.10.
Summing up the results in this section, we state these as follows.
Theorem 4.11. We can identify the following four sets S0(SpχSg),
S'(SpxS«)yθPl^ and G'(q)/~for p+q^6, q^p^2 and we can identify the
following three sets SQ(SlxSq\ S'(SlxSq] and θgl~for q^S.
5. Smooth structures on SpxSq
In this section we shall show the classification theorem. As is shown in §4,
we can identify the four sets <S0(SpxS*), S'(SpxSq), θp/^ and G'(?)/~
for p+q^6 and q^>p^2. Therefore we can state the classification theorem in
four formulas. But we especially take up two formulae. One is a geometric
interpretation (Θ^/^) and the other is a homotopy theoretic interpretation
' (<?)/-).
Theorem 5.1. For p+q^6, and q^>p^2, we have
For />=!, q^5, we have
^(S'χ5«) = {Six
Theorem 5.2. For ρ+q:>6 and q^ρ^2, we have
S(S*xS«) = {S*x§
For p=\, q^5, we have
, Sΰ'eθ^lK^SO), Si)} .
Remark 5.3. To compute <S(SP X S?), the latter is superior to the former
Proof. In case p+q Ξg6 and q^p^2: If we prove that
(**) S(S"xS") = {S'xSϊφSft 5^x5fe^'(^x5?) (or
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then two theorems for p-\-q^>6 and q^p^2 follow from Proposition 4.3 and
Lemma 4.6 in §4.
Given a diffeomrphism
we have a diffeomorphism
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that SPX§1 is diffeomorphic to SpxS%. Conse-
quently S{+g φ(-Sξ+q) belongs to the inertia group I(SP X Sgl)=I(Sp X S%). On
the other hand I(SpχSΐ) is equal to
by Lemma 3.1. Hence the natural map H of <S(SpxSq) to the right hand of
(**) is well-defined. Obviously H is surjective. If two smooth structures
SpχSlΦSί+9 and Sp X S%φSξ+9 go into the same element by H, then there
exists a diffeomorphism modulo one point
/! : S'xSf-Int Dp+g - >SpxSξ-Int Dp+q
i.e., there exists a diffeomorphism
/2 :
for some homotopy sphere §p+q. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that there exists
actually an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
f3:SpxSΐ - >SpxSί.
On the other hand, since 5ί+*#(-5|+ί7) belongs to ^(^(SO), Sf), SpxSqlφ
(§{+<ί#(—S$+g)) is diffeomorphic to SpχSgL by an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism
by Lemma 3.1. Then the composition /3°/4 gives an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism between SpxSlφ(S{+gΦ(-Sξ+*)) and 5^x5f. It follows
that SpxSΪΦSξ+g is diίfeomorphic to SpxSΪΦSξ+g by an orientation pre-
serving diffeomorphism. This shows that H is injective and completes the
proof of two theorems for p-\-q^6 and q^p^2.
In case p=l and <?^5: Given a diffeomorphism
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we have a diffeomorphism
f :
Since Lemma 4.1 holds in case where p=l and q^4 too, we shall obtain an
orientation preserving diffeomorphism
g-.S^Sl - >SlxSζ.
Hence 5f is equal to Sf in θg/^ by Lemma 4.10. On the other hand
S*+«#(-Sξ+g) belongs to the inertia group /(S'xS?) (=/(S1xSf)) and
I(SlxSΐ) is equal to
by Lemma 3.1. Thus a map /Γ of ^(S'xS*) to the right hand of (*) is well
defined. Obviously H' is surjective. Suppose that two smooth structures
S1 X SlΦS\+g and S1 x Sf φSl+<* go into the same element by H'. The similar
argument as in Lemma 4.10, proves that there exists an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism
Since SΪ+**(-521+*) belongs to K^xSty SlxSlφ(Sll+«#(-Sl2+9)) is
diffeomorphic to S'xS^ by Lemma 3.1. Therefore S1x5?#(5ϊ+*#(-Sj+*))
is diffeomorphic to SlxS%. Consequently SlxSlφS\+g is diffeomorphic to
λ
Srlχ5|φtS|+^ by an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. This shows that
H' is injective and finishes the proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
6. Some computations
In this section we shall show some examples.
Proposition 6.1. If (/>, q) is any of the following: (2,7), (2, 8), (6, 8),
(2, 14), (3, 13), (3, 15) (6, 10), then
Proof. Bredon showed in [2] that if (p, q) is any of the set above, then
K^p(SOg)9 Θg) = Sp+g (the natural sphere) .
Therefore this is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2.
Proposition 6.2. cS(S3x510)-{53x S10, S3xS10#S13, S3xS10Φ2513, S3
χ510}, i.e., S3χS10 admits exactly 4- smooth structures, where Sw denotes a
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generator of the ^-component Z3 of Θ10^Z20Z3, and S13 denotes a generator of
Θ
~ 713 = Z'3
This follows from the following computations.
Kervaire and Milnor showed in [11] that every element of the group
G(10) « Z20Z3
is represented by the Pontrj agin- Thorn map of some framed imbedding
Since non-zero elements of the 3-comρonent Z3 of G(10)^Z20Z3 do not come
from the unstable group π
u
(S4) by the suspension homomorphism
E : τr14(S4) - > π10+N(S») (N : large) ,
S3xSw is not diffeomorphic to S3x510 modulo one point for a generator
S10 of Z3cZ20Z3^G'(10). In [8], it is shown that
I(S3XS") = ^ (SO), S10) = Θ18 .
On the other hand, the 2-component Z2 of G(10)^Z20Z3 comes from the
unstable group τr12(52)(see H. Toda [18]). Therefore S3 X S10 is diίfeomorphic to
S3x510 modulo a point for the generator S10 of the 2-component Z2. By
Lemma 4.1, we can deduce that S3xSw is actually diffeomorphic to 53x510.
Therefore Theorem 5.2 gives the requiring result.
Remark 6.3. Let Sw denote a generator of "the 3-component Z3cG
r(10)
^Z20Z3. Since there exist orientation reversing diffeomorphisms f^.S^-^S3
and /2 : S
10
^2510, we have an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
/-/ιX/2:^
3
x51 0 - >53X2S1 0.
Proposition 6.4. The order of S(S3xSu) is 24.
Proof. Since Gr(14)---Z2cG(14)=Z2eZ2 (see Kervaire and Milnor [11]),
S(S3 X Su) is the quotient set of Z2 X Θ14 . In [8], it is proved that
I(S3xSu) = K^SO), S14) = Z2Ξ£0 modulo Θ17(θτr)
for the generator 514 of Θ14^Z2. Consequently we have
which proves Proposition 6.4.
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Proposition 6.5. If p+3:>q:>p, then S(SpxSg) is in one-to-one cor-
respondence with θp+g by
Proof. Hsiang, Levine and Szczarba [7] showed that Sg can be embedded
in the (#+ί+l)-dimensional euclidean space Rg+p+1 with a trivial normal bundle
for q-2^p-\-l. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that SpxSg is diffeomorphic to
Sp X Sg by an orientation preserving diίfeomorphism. Hence the inertia group
I(SpxSg) is trivial by Corollary 3 in Kawakubo [8]. Consequently Proposition
6.5 follows from Theorem 5.1.
Proposition 6.6. If p = 2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8), then S(SpxSg) is in one-to-one
correspondence with \G'(q)/'^<jxθp+g.
Proof. Since K,(πp(SO\ Sq)=K^ Sg)=Sp+g for p=2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8),
the inertia group of SpxSg is trivial for every Sg^θg. Therefore this
Proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2.
Proposition 6.7. cS(*S1xS7)=(θ7/~)xθβ, i.e., the order of S(S1xS7) is
30.
Proof. In general, the following diagram
πp(SOq)Xθq-^-+e
JXωl \ω
G(p) X G(q)/ImJ > G(p+q)/lmJ
is commutative up to sign where j denotes the Hopf-Whitehead homomorphism
and ω denotes the Kervaire-Milnor homomorphism and C denotes the com-
position of stable homotopy groups. Since ω(Θ7)=0 and ω|Θ8 is injective,
K! is trivial. Hence S(Slx 57)=(θ7/~)xθ8 by Theorem 5.2. Since the
28
order of Θ7/~ is \-l = l5, the order of S(S1χS7) is 30.2
Proposition 6.8. S(S1xSs)={S1xSsΦS9i 5?eθ9}u{5'x58φ5? 58Φ
Ss, SϊeθJK^SO), S% i.e., the order ofδ^xS) is 12.
Proof. Obviously Θ8/~=Θ8. It is shown in Bredon [2] that
for
Therefore the order of K^π^SO), 58) is 2, and hence the order of
ΘJK, (π^SO), SB] is 4. The order of ^(S1 X Ss) is consequently 8+4=12.
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Proposition 6.9. The order of <S(SlxSu) is 24384.
Proof. Since K^SO), S14)^Z2cΘ15 for S14ΦS14 (see Bredon [2]), the
order of Θ^K^SO^ S14) is 8128. Obviously Θ14/~ =θu. Hence we have
14
, S}5^θ
υiIKl(πί(SO)9 S14)} ,
i.e., S1xS1* admits exactly 24384 smooth structures.
Proposition 6.10. The order of <S(Sl X S16) is 24.
Proof. Since K^SO), S16)^Z2cθ17 for 516Φ516 (see Bredon [2]),
the order of θ^/K^π^SO), S16) is 8. Obviously Θlβ/~ = θ16. Hence we have
S(Sl x S16) = {Sl x SIQΦSIΊ 1 5Γeθ17} U
{slxsl6#sγ\si6*s16, s
i.e., S1xS16 admits exactly 24 smooth structures.
7. Smooth structures on a sphere bundle over sphere with
a cross section
Let S : πq-1(SOp)—*πg-l(SOp+l) be the natural homomorphism induced by
the inclusion.
Denote by Mh(Sq) the />-sρhere bundle over a homotopy ^-sphere S9 with
a characteristic map h^πq-^(SOp+^). Define a homomorphism
K[h,S<]ιπp(SOg) - >θp+q
by
K[h, S«](l) = Ktf, S')+KM h)
and l^πp(SOq) (see Kawakubo [8]). Obviously the
fact that the bundle Mh(Sg) has a cross section is equal to the fact that the
characteristic map h belongs to the image S. Then we have
Theorem 7.1.* For p+q^6y q+2^p^2 and
h(S<)) = {MΛ(Sf)Φ5fΠ5f eG'(?)/~, S{}*<Ξθp+,IK[h, Sΐ](πp(SO,))} .
For p=l and q^5,
(*) Added in proof. After the preparation of this paper, Professor R. Schultz kindly
sent me a letter which said that similar results were obtained.
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Proof. Suppose that p^pq. Let p : Mh(Sq)->Sq be the projection of this
bundle. Let c denote a cross section in Mh(Sq) and Let U denote a small open
tubular neighbourhood of c. According to Serre [17], the following sequence
is exact for i^p+q—ί. Since the bundle p : Mh(S9)-+S9 has a cross section £,
we have the splitting short exact sequence,
0 - > Ht(S*) -^  Hf(Mh(S*)) ϊ=± ff ,.(£*) - > 0
£*
i.e., the homology groups of Mh(Sq) are as follows,
0 otherwise.
Let a smooth structure Mh(Sq)Λ on Mh(Sq) be given i.e., assume that there is
given a piecewise differentiable homeomorphism /: Mh(Sq)-^Mh(Sq)Λ. Since
/([/) is an open submanifold in Mh(Sg), f(U) has an induced smooth structure
{/(^)}« Since Mh(S9) is a total space of a sphere bundle over sphere with
a cross section c associated with a vector bundle, U has a vector bundle structure.
It follows from Lashof and Rothenberg [13] that there exists a homotopy sphere
S9 such that {/(U)}^ is diffeomorphic to a total space V of an open disk bundle
over Sq with the characterisitc map h' which is the characteristic map of the
tubular neighbourhood of c in Mh(Sq). Let
be this diffeomorphism. Let x0 denote a point of S
9
 and let R9Q denote a
small open neighbourhood of x0 in S
9
 which is PL-homeomorphic to the
euclidean space R9. Since f[p~l(R%0)) is an open submanifold in Mh(S9)ΛJ
f(p~\Rϊ0)) has an induced smooth structure {f(p~\RϊQ))}Λ ' Obvi°usly P~\RIQ]
is PL-homeomorphic to SpxRq. As is shown in §2, {f(p~l(Rϊ0))}Λ is
diffeomorphic to Sp X R9 for some homotopy sphere Sp. But Hsiang, Levine and
Szczarba [7] showed that SpχRg is diffeomorphic to SpχRq for q+2^p. Let
be this diffeomorphism. Then dϊl(Sg) ίresp. d21(Sp)\ obviously represents a
generator of
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Ht(MAS )Λ) « Z (resp. Hp(Mh(S«)a} «
where S* (resp. 5 )^ denotes the zero cross section of the bundle V (resp.
SpxSq). We may assume that dϊL(Sq) and dϊl(Sp) intersect transversally at
one point. It follows that there exists a smooth imbedding
g :
inducing isomorphism of homology groups
where V denotes the closed disk bundle associated with V and -ζl denotes a
generalized plumbing of two mainfolds obtained as follows. When we regard
V as DpxDl U Z^xfll
hr
and
SpχDq as DlχDq U D<LxDq ,
Irf
p^.S'/'X/)^ denotes the oriented differentiable (/>+?) -manifold formed from the
disjoint sum V\JSPXD* by indentifying DpχDq_ with DpχDq in such a way
that DP=D*+ and D
q
_=Dq. Applying the similar argument as in §2, we can
show that VQSpχDq is diffeomorphic to
Mh(Sq)Λ~Int Dp+q .
Let Mh(Sq) denote the total space of Sp bundle over a homotopy sphere Sg
with a characteristic map h. Then, applying the similar argument as above,
we have that Vξ^SpxDq is diffeomorphic to
Mh(S*)-IntDp+g .
Thus Mh(Sq)Λ is diffeomorphic to
for some homotopy spheres S9 and S p+q for p-\-q^ 6. Whenp—qy we can also
obtain the similar result. Consequently we have
Lemma 7.2. If p+q^>6 and q+2^p^I, every smooth structure Mh(Sq)a
is diffeomorphic to Mh(Sq)#Sp+q for some homotopy spheres Sq and Sp+q.
Let Bh(Sq] denote a Dp+1 bundle over a homotopy sphere Sg with a charac-
teristic map h^πg-1(SOp+1). Let Et denote a Dg bundle over Sp+l with a
characteristic map l^πp(SOg). Let
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denote a generalized plumbing of two manifolds obtained as follows. When we
regard
Bh(S9) as Dp+1xDg+ U Dp+lχDg_hr
and
Bt as D p+1 x Dq U D* +1 X Dq ,
denotes the oriented differentiable (/>+<7+l)-manifold formed from
the disjoint sum Bι\jBh(S*) by identifying Dp+1χDg_ with Dp+1χDg in such
a way that Dp+l=Dp+1 and Dg_=Dg. Define the homomorphism
E[h,S*]:πp(SOg) - >θp+g
by
for
As is shown in [8], it is easily verified that this is a well-defined homomorphism.
Now, we show
Lemma 7.3. E[h, Sg]=K[h, S*].
Proof. Let Bh be the D
p+l
 bundle over Sg with a characteristic map
h<=π<I-.l(SOp+1). Let Et be the Dg bundle over Sp+1 with a characteristic map
lζΞπp(SOg). Then, consider the following manifold,
where k| denotes the boundary connected sum and V and φ denote the
plumbings (see Kawakubo [8]). Since
the boundary QW is equal to ίΓ[/z, Sg] (/) by definitions. On the other hand,
we can rewrite W as follows. Let
B;&Dp+1 x Sg), e2'ζΞHp(Bt^Dp+l x Sg)
be the natural homology basis. Now, introducing a new basis in H*(W) by the
formulas
f — P f ' — P ' — P 'J i — cι j J i — cι C2 y
f —
 β
 \
β
 f ' — p 'J 2 C ' 1 \ C 2 > J2 C2 J
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we obtain
where BQ denotes a trivial bundle S
p+l
 X Dg . Hence
3W= d(B0¥Bh)Φd(B^Bh(Sg)} = d(Bl^Bh(Sg)} = E[h,
completing the proof of Lemma.
Similarly to Lemma 3.1 we have the following
Lemma 7.4. l(Mk(S9))=K[h, Sg](πp(SOg)}.
nProof. First we shall prove that l(Mh(Sg)\ is contained i
K[h, Sg](πp(SOg)}. For an element a^l(Mh(S9)}, there exists a diffeomor-
phism
H : Mh(Sg)-lnt Dp+q -- > Mh(Sq) - Int Dp+q
such that H \ QD^Tp+9 represents a. Using this diffeomorphism, we construct
a manifold
Bh(S") U Bh(S«)
if
which is denoted by X. Clearly QX=a and similarly to the proof of
Theorem A in Kawakubo [8], we can prove that X can be written as
B&BάS )
for some characteristic map l^πp(SOg). Hence
a = 9X = d(B
ί
^Bh(Sίl)} = E[hy S*](l) = K[h, §*](l)
by Lemma 7.3.
Conversely, for a=K[h, Sg](l), we can represent a by
by Lemma 7.3. The similar argument employed in the proof of Lemma in [8]
proves that Bι^Bh(S9} is diffeomorphic to a manifold
Bh(S«) y Bh(S")
for some diffeomorphism
H : dBh(S*)-Int D*+g - > dBh(Sg)-lnt D*+* .
This implies that α belongs to the inertia group l(Mh(Sg)\ completing the
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proof of Lemma 7.4.
We now prove the following Lemma which corresponds to Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 7.5. // Mh(Sl) is diffeomorphic to Mh(Sq) modulo a point, then
Mh(§l) is actually diffeomorphic to Mh(§{) for
Proof. Let f \Mh(Sql)^Sp+q-+Mh(Sl) be a diίfeomorphism, and let
be the restriction of /. Let X be the manifold obtained by attaching two
manifolds Bh(Sl) and Bh(S\) by the diffeomorphism
/' : dBh(Sl)-lnt Dp+q - > dBh(S*2)-Int Dp+q .
Obviously the boundary dX is diffeomorphic to the homotopy sphere Sp+g. The
similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 7.4 shows that X is diffeomorphic to
for some characteristic map l^πp(SOg)y hence
Sp+« = 8X= d(Bl^Bh(Sl)} = E[h,
Since
is exactly the inertia group l(Mh(S i)) (see Lemma 7.4),
Mh(Sl) = Mh(Sΐ)#Sp+q - Mh(§l) ,
which completes the proof of Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 7.6. The set SQ(SpxSq) (=S'(SpxSq
is in one-to-one correspondence with the set S'(Mh(S9)} by
SpxSg - >Mh(Sq)
for p+q^6 and q+2^p^2.
Proof. Firstly we shall show that the map
A : SQ(SpxS*) - > S'(Mh(Sq)}
defined by
= Mh(Sq)
is well-defined. Let /: SpxSl-*SpχSl be a diffeomorphism. According
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to Lemma 4.5, Spx(SΐΦS«2) or Spx(Sl#(-S«2)) is diffeomorphic to SpxS«.
Suppose Spχ(SΪΦ(—Sί)) is diffeomorphic to SpxSg. Let
> SpxS«
be this diffeomorphism. Making use of the diffeomorphism S in the proof of
Lemma 4.5 (if necessary), we can assume that
f'\S*xD* = id.
Hence we have a diffeomorphism/" : SpxS'{-^SpxS% such that
Consequently we have the following orientation preserving diffeomorphism
f0:(SpxSg1-Int(SpχD«)} U SpxD« -» (SpxSζ-Int (S*xD*)} U SpχD9
^
 J
 h ^ ' h
and obviously we have that
(SpxSl-Iτ&(S*xD'ϊ\ U SpxDg = Mh(S\)^ ' h
and
(S*xS%-Int (SpxD«)} U SpxD« = Mh(S$) .
Suppose Spx(Sl#S$) is diffeomorphic to SpxSg, then wτe have an orientation
preserving diffeomorphism
f
a
:Mh(S\) - >Mh(-Sί)
by the above argument. Since Mh(SQ) has a cross section, there always exists an
orientation reversing diffeomorphism of Mh(Sg) for all Sq. It follows that we
always have an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
f,:Mh(-Sl) - >M2(Sl).
Hence /ι°/0 gives the desired diffeomorphism.
Secondly we shall show that the map A is surjective. But this follows
obviously from Lemma 7.2.
Thirdly we shall show that the map A is injective. Given a diffeomorphism
modulo a point, then there exists actually a diffeomorphism
f:M ,(§•{)-  >Mh(Sl}
by Lemma 7,5. When we write
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Mh(Sΐ) as SpχD\ U SpxD?2
hri
and
Mh(§l) as SpxD\ IJ SpxDl
hr2
such that * X D\ U * X Z)f corresponds to a cross section, we may assume
f(SpxD1) = SpxDl.
Suppose/*^ xO^fS^xO], then we may assume
and that
f\D{xDl=ίd
when we write SpxDl as DζxDl U DξxDl such that *xZ>? corresponds to
id
OxDl (0 denotes the original point of Dty. Then we can define a diffeomor-
phism
/' :(Mh(Sϊ)-SpxlntD'(} U SpχD« -+(Mh(Sl)-Spxlnt D^) UV
 't-r^h-1 ^ ' fC-r^
by
f'\Mh(S1)-SpxIntDg1=f\Mh(Sgl)-SpxlntDgl
and
Clearly
U
is diffeomorphic to SpχS«. Since f\DpχD«=id, QχD« U *X/>2 (where 0
Γ2- rl
denotes the original point of DP=DP1) is imbedded in
(Mh(Sί)-Spxlnt Dϊ] U 5^xZ)^V
 ' ft-r^f,-1
with a trivial normal bundle, i.e., S$Φ(— 5f) embeds in SpxSg with a trivial
normal bundle. Hence Sl#(— *S?) embeds in R*>+«+1 with a trivial normal
bundle. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that SPX (^2Φ(— *^ί)) is diίfeomorphic to
SpxSg. Consequently we have Sp X §1 = Sp X S92 by Lemma 4.5.
When f*[SpxQ] = — [SpxO]y there exists an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism
f:Mh(Sΐ) - >MΛ(-5|)
such that
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Making use of the similar argument as above, we can verify that Sp X S f is diffeo-
morphic to SpxS$. This makes the proof of Lemma 7.6 complete.
We can now prove Theorem 7.1.
In case^>=l and q^5: This is reducible to the proof of Theorem 5.2, since
π^SO^lϋ} for q^5.
In case^-f<7^6 and q-{-2^>p^2: Given a diffeomorphism
we have a diffeomorphism
Φ(-§i+') - >Mh(Sl) .
It follows from Lemma 7.6 that S? and S| represent the same element of
G'(q). On the other hand, Mh(SQ is diffeomorphic to Mh(S$) by Lemma
7.5. Consequently Sf+*#(— S£+*) belongs to the inertia group l(Mh(S\}]
=l(Mh(Sξ)). Since l(Mk(Sϊ)) is equal to
by Lemma 7.4, the natural map
H :
is well-defined. Obviously // is surjective. If two smooth structures Mh(S f) φ
5ί+^ and MA(5!)#£i+* go into the same element by H, then Mh(§ΐ) and
Mh(§l) represent the same element of <S'(Mh(S9)} by Lemma 7.6. It follows
from Lemma 7.5 that there exists actually an orientation preserving diffeomor-
phism
A .MάSl) - >Mh(Sΐ).
On the other hand, since S{+g#(-Sp2+g) belongs to K[h, Sf] (πp(SOg)),
Mh(Sϊ)φSΪ+gΦ(-Sp2+<ί) is diffeomorphic to Mh(SQ by an orientation pre-
serving diffeomorphism
/2 : Mh(§ΐ)φSt+'#(-St+') - Mh(Sΐ)
by Lemma 7.4. Then the composition /ι°/2 gives an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism between Mh(§l}φSζ+gΦ(-Sξ+q) and Mh(Sl). It follows
that Mh(S\}φSξ+q is diffeomorphic to MA(*?f)=H=S|+er by an orientation pres-
erving diffeomorphism. This shows that H is injective and finishes the proof of
Theorem 7,1,
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8. A James problem on //-spaces
Let Mh denote a ^ -sphere bundle over a ^-sphere with a characteristic map
1) as in §7.
When h belongs to the image of
S:
and also to the kernel of
/: π
β
(S04) - ττ10(S4) ,
Mh is an example of //-spaces (see [12]). Then I. James posed the following
problem [12, p. 586]:
Is the H -space Mh homeomorphic to S
3
χS7 for h e Image S Π Kernel J^Z4?
In this section we shall present the answer.
Theorem 8.1. Mh is homeomorphic to S
3
xS7 for h e Image S Π Kernel/.
P
Let S3-*Mh-  >S
7
 be the bun
total space Mh is stably isomorphic to
the bundle. Then the tangent bundle τ(Mh) of the
- P
where Mh stands for the vector bundle associated with the bundle S
3
-+Mh - >S
7
.
Lemma 8.2. Mh is a π-manifold, more over Mh is actually a parallelίzable
manifold.
Proof. As is well-known, the tangent bundle τ(S7) of S7 is trivial. Since
π6(SON) (N: large) is trivial, the bundle
S3 -> Mh -^-> S
7
is stably trivial. Therefore Mh is a τr-manifold. It is obvious that the only
obstruction to the triviality of τ(Mh) is a well defined cohomology class
Since the Euler number %(M
Λ
) of Mh is zero, O10(MΛ) belongs to the image of
the homomorphism
*: Hw(Mh; π9(SOg)) - >Hw(Mh: πg(SOlo))
8 8
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induced by the natural map S: πg(SO9)->π9(SOlo), i.e., O10(MA) is a torsion
element.
The fact that Mh is a τr-manifold implies that O10(M A) goes into the zero
element by the homomorphism
*: Hw(Mh; τr
Since the Kernel S* is isomorphic to Z, O10(MA) is zero. This completes the
proof of Lemma 8.2.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Since τ(M
Λ
) is trivial and Mh is homotopy equiva-
lent to S3xS\ Mh is classified by the Novikov's theorem [16]. The similar
argument as in §4 proves that Mh is diffeomorphic to S3X*S7ΦS10 for some
homotopy sphere S10. Hence Mh is homeomorphic to S
3
xS7, completing the
proof of Theorem 8.1. We dont't know whether Mh is diffeomorphic to S
3
xS7
or not.
9. Actions of homotopy spheres which do not bound spin
manifolds
Let Mn be a simply connected, spin manifold. Then we have
Lemma 9.1. The inertia group I(Mn) does not contain homotopy spheres not
bounding spin-manifolds.
Proof. Let Sn be a homotopy sphere which does not bound a spin-manifold.
Since Mn and Sn are spin-manifolds, MMΦSW has also a spin structure (see
Milnor [14]). It is well known that the number of distinct spin structures on
the tangent bundle r(Mn) (resp. r(MnΦSn)\ is equal to the number of elements
in H\MH; Z2) (resp. H\MnΦSn', Z2)) (see Milnor [14]). Since π,(Mn)^
^{1}, we have
and hence Mn (resp. MnΦSn) has a unique spin structure. Therefore, if
MnΦSn is diffeomorphic to Mn by an orientation preserving diffeomorphism,
both MnΦSn and Mn represent the same element of the spin cobordism group
^spin This contradicts the fact that S" is not a spin boundary.
Milnor has shown the existence of homotopy spheres in dimensions 9,
10, 17 and 18 not bounding spin-manifolds [15] and Anderson, Brown and
Peterson have extended this to dimensions 1 or 2 mod 8 [1].
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Proposition 9.2. There exists a homotopy sphere in dimension 8k+2 which
does not belong to the inertia group I(CP4k+1) of the (8kjr2)-dimensional complex
projective space CP4k+l for all k^l.
This Proposition digresses from the line, but it is an interesting application.
Proof. It is well known that π^(CP4kJrl)^{\} and the total Stiefel-Whitney
class W(CP4k+l) is
where a is the non zero class in H2(CP4k+l'9 Z2). Hence the second Stiefel-
Whitney class W2(CP4k+1) is zero and CP4k+1 is a spin-manifold (see Milnor [15]).
Consequently this Proposition follows from Lemma 9.1.
Proposition 9.3. For all p (^2) and all & ( ^  1), the inertia group
I(SpxS8k+l~p) (resp. I(SP X S8k+2~ '*)) does not contain the above homotopy sphere
S8k+1 (resp. S8k+2).
Proof. Obviously SpχS8k+1~p (resp. SpxS*k+2-p) is a simply connected,
spin-manifold, hence this Proposition follows from Lemma 9.1. As a corollary
we have
Corollary 9.4. There exists an element μ8k+2^G(8k-\-2) for all k^l which
does not belong to the set of the compositions of Image ]
 p and G(Sk-\-2—p) for all
Proof. Since the homotopy sphere §8k+2 not bounding a spin-manifold
does not belong to the inertia group I(SpχS8k+2~p), S8k+2 does not belong to
the group K
λ
(πp(SO), §8k+2~p} by Lemma 3.1. As in the proof of Proposition
6.7, the following diagram
τfp(SO) X
Jpxω
ϊ c ϊ
ω
G(p) x G(8k+2-p)llm J8k+2.p > G(Sk+2)
is commutative up to sign, since j(π8k+2(SO)}=J(Q)=(). According to Kervaire
and Milnor [11], ω|Θ8^+2 is injective. It follows that the group
C(jp(πp(SO)}, ω(S8*+2
does not contain ω(S8*+2) for all §<">+1~p^θfk+2_Jl. Since the homomorphism
is surjective by definition, the set
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C(jp(πp(SO)\ G'(*k+2-p)IImJBk+Λ_p)
does not contain the element ω(Ssk+2). If p = 2, 4, 5, 6 mod 8, we have
7tp(SO)=Q, and hence we can replace G'(8&+2— p) by G(8&+2— ^ >) trivially.
If p=l, 3, 7 mod 8, G'(Zk+2—p) is equal to G(8k+2-p) (see Novikov [16]).
Brown and Peterson [3] showed that the Kervaire invariant is zero in dimensions
8k+2.
Hence G'(8k+2— p) is also equal to G(8k+2— p) when p = 0 mod 8. Conse-
quently μ8k+2—ω(S8k+2) satisfies the condition of Corollary 9.4. This makes the
proof complete.
On the contrary, we shall show that Lemma 9.1 is false in general when the
manifolds is not simply connected.
Theorem 9.5. The inertia group I(S1xS8k+1) contains S8k+2 for all k^l
where §8k+1 and §8k+2 are the homotopy spheres not bounding spin-manifolds
constructed by Milnor [15] and Anderson, Brown and Peterson [1],
Proof. It is obvious that η°ω(Ssk+1) = ω(S8k+2) where η denotes the
generator of j(π1(SO})^Z2 (see Anderson, Brown and Peterson [1]). Hence this
Theorem follows from Lemma 3.1.
Remark 9.6. ω(S8k+2) does not belong to the set of the compositions
of Jp(πp(SO)} and G(Sk+2—p) for all p^2 by Proposition 9.4, but Theorem
9.5 says that ω(5β*+2)=i70ω(5β*+1)e 0(^(50), G(8A+1)).
10. A concluding remark
Remark 10.1. Propositions 6.2 and 6.4 in the section 6 show that there
exists in general on the set S(S p X S g) no group structure such that the natural
map
S:
is a group homomorphism.
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